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Abstract: Semantic segmentation of organs and tissue types
is an important sub-problem in image based scene understanding for laparoscopic surgery and is a prerequisite for
context-aware assistance and cognitive robotics. Deep
Learning (DL) approaches are prominently applied to segmentation and tracking of laparoscopic instruments. This
work compares different combinations of neural networks,
loss functions, and training strategies in their application to
semantic segmentation of different organs and tissue types in
human laparoscopic images in order to investigate their
applicability as components in cognitive systems.
TernausNet-11 trained on Soft-Jaccard loss with a pretrained,
trainable encoder performs best in regard to segmentation
quality (78.31% mean Intersection over Union [IoU]) and
inference time (28.07 ms) on a single GTX 1070 GPU.
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Problem
Computer assistance in laparoscopic surgery requires
scene understanding from images to display critical areas
to surgeons during manual navigation and planning, in
augmented reality scenarios [1], and to generate safe trajectories for robot assisted surgeries [2]. Recognition
and segmentation of different organs and tissue types
in laparoscopic images are important sub-problems of
image based scene understanding [3]. In laparoscopic
cholecystectomy (i.e., gallbladder removal), for example, it
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is crucial to correctly discriminate between fat, liver, and
gallbladder tissue. Deep Learning (DL) approaches are a
promising technology for semantic segmentation of images
[4]. However, different combinations of neural architectures and hyperparameters result in various outcomes
across tasks [5]. For example, the selection of an applicable
loss function for speciﬁc DL tasks is a challenging endeavor
[6] itself. DL approaches for semantic segmentation in
laparoscopic surgery are prominently applied to the segmentation of instruments [7] and ex-vivo datasets that often
lack complexity due to the absence of fatty tissue occluding
other tissue types [8]. As the visual features of tissues differ
to those of instruments with clear edges and contours, it is
challenging to predict which architecture-hyperparameter
combinations perform best for semantic segmentation of
different tissue types in laparoscopic images. Most research
addressing semantic segmentation of organs and tissue
types, as seen in Figure 1, is based on Support Vector Machines and Super Pixels [9], or segments only a small
number of different tissues [3] (e.g., uterus and ovaries).
The aim of this work is to compare the segmentation
performance of different state of the art neural networks
when trained on different loss functions, each with frozen
or trainable, pretrained encoders to investigate their
applicability as components in cognitive systems for
laparoscopic surgery.

Material and methods
Dataset
The data used for training, validation, and testing is composed of
manually annotated frames of videos 1 and 2 of the Surgical Workflow
and Skill Analysis of the Endoscopic Vision Challenge 2019 [10]
dataset. The dataset contains 12 videos of laparoscopic cholecystectomies, recorded at a rate of 25 Hz and resolution of 960 × 540. Every
500th frame of the videos is extracted and segmented by medical
students with a polygon annotation tool. The chosen classes for
annotation are out of image (regions in the frame that appear black due
to the current zoom of the endoscope), liver, gallbladder, instrument
(regardless of the instrument type), fat, and other (e.g., abdominal
wall, rescue bag etc.). To further increase the number of available
samples, annotation conserving image augmentations are applied. The
image augmentations are composed of Gaussian blurs with radii of 2 and
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Figure 1: Laparoscopic image overlayed with its semantic
segmentation annotations for classes: fat (orange), liver (red),
gallbladder (green), instrument (purple), and other (blue).
5 pixels, centered circle crops with radii of 240 and 330 pixels, image
rotations from −10 to 10° in steps of 5°, horizontal ﬂips, and combinations
of various image alterations. Figure 3 illustrates one original and two
augmented image samples. The data is split by uniform random sampling
into subsets for training, validation, and testing with 60, 20, and 20% of
the samples, respectively.

decay). The images are scaled to a resolution of 128 × 128 and combined to batches of 20 samples for training.
The investigated parameters are (1) the neural network variation (e.g., TernausNet-16 or SegNet), (2) the loss function employed
during the complete training, and (3) trainable or frozen encoder
after five epochs of initial training. For the initial training the
encoder is frozen to utilize the pretrained features of the encoder in
early training stages (except for U-Net, as it does not have a pretrained encoder). After the initial training, the neural networks are
trained until the loss function no longer decreases on the validation
split over the period of 20 epochs (early stopping). The weights of
the best performing epoch in regard to validation loss are used for
final testing. Experiments are conducted for 12 different neural
networks, three loss functions, and an either trainable or frozen
encoder (except for U-Net) resulting in a total of 69 experiments.
Each of the 69 experiments is conducted seven times to mitigate the
effects of stochastic weight initialization.
Inference time on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 Ti is measured
and compared against a maximum execution time of 40 ms. This ensures
that each frame of a laparoscope operating at 25 Hz can be processed.

Results

Neural network architectures
The investigated neural network architectures in this work represent
the state of the art in segmentation of biomedical images (U-Net and
TernausNet), road scenes (LinkNet and SegNet), and general object
segmentation (Fully Convolutional Network, FCN). The selected architectures and their respective variations are summarized in Table 1.
Except for U-Net, all architectures use encoders that were pretrained
as classiﬁers on the ImageNet Dataset [11].
In this work, Soft-Jaccard (SJ) [18], Generalized Dice (GD) [19], and
Cross Entropy (CE) loss are explored for training the neural networks,
whereas Intersection over Union (IoU) score is used to evaluate the
semantic segmentation quality. SJ and GD loss are differentiable approximations of IoU score and Dice’s coefﬁcient, respectively.

Dataset
A total of 210 images were manually annotated by medical
students with an approximate duration of 25 min per frame.
In total 14 image augmentations were applied to the data,
resulting in a total of 3,150 samples. After augmentation, the
majority of pixels were part of classes liver (26.2%) and out of
image (20.1%), followed by other (23.02%), fat (16%), and
instrument (5.15%).

Semantic segmentation
Experiments
A consistent training procedure, as shown in Figure 2, is implemented
to investigate the various combinations of hyperparameters and
neural networks. The neural networks are implemented in Python
utilizing the DL framework PyTorch. Adam is used as the optimizer for
all experiments with its hyperparameters set to the default values
(learning rate  0.001, β = (0.9, 0.999), ε  1e − 08, without weight

The five best performing combinations in regard to
maximum and mean achieved IoU testing scores over all

Table : Investigated neural network architectures and variations.
Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) and SegNet are built with VGG-
encoders. U-Net does not use a pretrained encoder.
Architecture

Variations

U-Net
TernausNet
FCN
LinkNet
SegNet

Original
VGG-{, } encoder
Up-sampling sizes {s, s, s}
ResNet-{, , , , } encoder
Original

Ref.
[]
[, ]
[]
[, ]
[]

Figure 2: Training experiment pipeline. The experiments are
characterized by network architecture, loss function, and whether
the encoder is frozen or trainable after the initial training.
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Figure 3: Original, cropped, and blurred &
ﬂipped sample images together with their
annotation masks.

seven trials are listed in Table 2. The TernausNet architectures trained on the GD loss achieved the overall leading
maximum IoU scores and all of the best performing combinations were achieved with a trainable encoder. In regard to mean and maximum IoU score, there is a noticeable
difference between achieved IoU scores, with an exception
of TernausNet-11 trained on the SJ loss, which shows good
performance in both average and maximum IoU scores.
Furthermore, when sorted in regard to the mean IoU score
the combinations exhibit a standard deviation that is up to
two orders of magnitude smaller than the best combinations when sorted in regard to the maximum IoU score.
The IoU scores per class for TernausNet-11 trained on SJ
with trainable encoder were examined in more detail,
because this combination is among the best in regard to
both mean and maximum IoU scores. The highest IoU results were achieved for the class out of image (99.54%),
followed by classes instrument (77.07%) and fat (76.8%).
The lowest, but still reasonable high scores were achieved
for classes liver (74.49%), other (71.59%), and gallbladder

Table : The ﬁve best training combinations in regard to
(a) maximum and (b) mean IoU scores (n=) on the test data.
(a)
Architecture

Loss

Enc.

TernausNet-
TernausNet-
TernausNet-
TernausNet-
FCN-s

GD
GD
SJ
SJ
GD

Train.
Train.
Train.
Train.
Train.

Architecture

Loss

Enc.

TernausNet-
LinkNet-
LinkNet-
LinkNet-
TernausNet-

SJ
SJ
GD
SJ
CE

Train.
Train.
Train.
Train.
Train.

IoUmax, %

IoUmean, %

.
.
.
.
.

: ± :
: ± :
: ± :
: ± :
: ± :

IoUmax, %

IoUmean, %

.
.
.
.
.

: ± :
: ± :
: ± :
: ± :
: ± :

(b)

(70.35%). Sample images, their annotation, and predictions of the combination are shown in Figure 4.
Except for LinkNet-152 (42.51 ms), all architectures of
the best performing networks in Table 2 require less than
40 ms for inference, rendering them utilizable for scenarios
with endoscopes that operate at 25 Hz. The remaining
networks all require less than 40 ms execution time on a
single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070: TernausNet-11
(28.07 ms), TernausNet-16 (28.27 ms), FCN-8s (32.17 ms),
LinkNet-50 (33.67 ms), and LinkNet-101 (38.13 ms).

Discussion and conclusion
The results suggest, that learned features from pretraining
on the ImageNet Dataset do not exhibit sufficient similarity
to the relevant features for semantic segmentation of
laparoscopic images. Thus, implementing the encoder to
be trainable seems to be the sensible recommendation
when using pretrained weights from ImageNet. As an
outlook, generalizability of the results and networks
without pretrained weights may be investigated when
increased data is available. Furthermore, data for testing
may be drawn from a separate video to avoid possible data
leakage effects. In regard to the loss function, the rankings
in Table 2 support the ﬁndings of [20] who argue that
models for semantic segmentation beneﬁt from being
trained on SJ and GD over CE.
The comparatively high IoU scores for classes instrument and out of image indicate that visual features for the
respective classes, which are necessary for correct classiﬁcation, are easier to learn compared to visual features for
class liver. There are almost ﬁve times the number of annotated pixels for class liver compared to class instrument,
however the achieved IoU score for class instrument is
2.58% higher than the respective IoU score for class liver.
The comparatively low IoU score for class other is expected,
as the class is composed of multiple visually dissimilar
classes that share visual features with other classes. Not
explicitly annotated classes, such as cystic duct in other
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Figure 4: Original input images from the test
data (left), their ground truth annotations
(center), and respective predictions of
TernausNet-11 trained on SJ loss with
trainable encoder (right).

may thus be wrongly classiﬁed as a visually similar annotated class (e.g. gallbladder).
In conclusion, a total of 69 different combinations of
neural networks, loss functions, and trainable or frozen
encoder were trained on the task to semantically segment
laparoscopic images. Based on the conducted experiments,
the recommended combination is TernausNet-11 with a trainable encoder and the SJ loss function. The given combination
exhibits high segmentation performance with low variance in
the trials, as well as fast execution speed. However, it is to be
noted, that the considered hyperparameters do not cover the
complete search space of possible combinations in a DL
training pipeline. Apart from taking more hyperparameters
into account, such as utilized optimizer and learning rate,
further research should investigate whether the achieved
performance allows for integration into the vision pipeline of
cognitive surgical robots or context-aware assistance systems.
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